
Junctions

Where 2 or more roads meet:

• The ‘Minor’ road ends at the ‘Major’ road
• To ‘Give Way’ means that, within reason, you must not inconvenience the vehicle with

priority, but it doesn’t mean you have to stop—if it’s safe, you should aim to keep
moving

• There are 3 Give Way rules relating to junctions. Give way...

1. when emerging from the minor road

2. when turning right and crossing the path of oncoming vehicles

3. when changing lanes
• If there’s a Stop Line—Stop!
• The more paint & signs the more danger
• Pedestrians have Right of Way when crossing the Minor road, following the Major

road’s ‘footpath’
• Check your indicators have cancelled after the junction Use the MIRROR before &

after every junction

Turning into a Major Road from a Minor Road:

• MIRROR
• SIGNAL. Pass side roads first—try not to mislead
• SPEED. Usually that means slow down—generally to 10mph or less. Your slowest

point should be the start of the turn
• GEAR. Second’s usually best
• Look into the new road—use your side windows. Are there pedestrians or parked cars

to consider?
• Note for Right Turns: if there’s a centre line, position just to the left of it, when you can,

during your approach. No white line? Keep left. Sometimes you’ll have a ’protected’
right turn lane, if so, get in it ASAP: clipping across the hatched white lines is OK. If
you need to Give Way to oncoming traffic, wait opposite the centre of the road you’re
turning in to. Check driver’s door mirror before turning

All of the above should be done by the time you arrive at the junction, leaving you free to:

• Steer
• Accelerate
• Mirror!
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Emerging from a Minor Road into a Major Road:

• MIRROR
• SIGNAL. Leave it quite late, after all, everyone knows you’re going to slow down

Think—Is it busy? Do parked cars / hedges obstruct your view? Uphill / downhill?
• SPEED. Again, usually that means slow down
• GEAR. Use either first or second. How do you knowwhich to use? Right turns / uphill /

restricted view? you’re likely to need FIRST. Left turns / level or downhill / good view?
SECOND will probably do. If in doubt, use FIRST

• If there’s a ’Stop’ Line: STOP! But if there’s a ’Give Way’ line (or there’s no line), creep
forwards until you can see a reason to stop—and if you don’t see any reason to stop,
keep going

• Look both ways before you emerge, whichever way you’re turning. Remember: Traffic
approaching from your left might be on the ’wrong’ side of the road

• Don’t trust the left indicator of vehicles approaching from your right. Let them turn
before you move

• If large vehicles are turning, can you see what’s behind them? If not, wait until you
can.

After the Junction:

• Straighten up before you change up
• Accelerate quickly
• Have I mentioned the MIRROR?
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